Poverty in Scotland 2014
The independence referendum and beyond

In a year in which Scotland’s constitutional future is to be decided, this book provides an indispensable overview of the poverty and anti-poverty policies that form an increasingly important backdrop to the wider independence debate.

As well as reviewing the impact of policy developments since the 2011 edition, the anti-poverty cases for both independence and the union are set out by leading advocates of the Yes and Better Together campaigns. Contributions from academics, policy experts and campaigners also look to the future in setting out principles for a more equitable Scotland – whatever the outcome of the referendum.

Drawing on the latest data, the book explores:

- how poverty is defined and measured and what causes poverty in Scotland
- trends in the levels of poverty experienced and the impact of ‘austerity’
- the anti-poverty case for both independence and the union
- lessons on tackling poverty and inequality from across Europe and beyond
- key principles for tackling poverty including equality, inclusion, universalism, participation and redistribution.

Published in association with The Open University in Scotland, Glasgow Caledonian University and the Poverty Alliance, Poverty in Scotland 2014 is an essential guide for anyone wanting to understand the poverty that forms the backdrop to the debate on Scotland’s future.
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